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Abstract—Software activities are executed by people and demand great knowledge. For this reason, knowledge dissemination activities are important in software organizations. One of the ways of sharing knowledge is through the practice of lessons learned dissemination. The form of dissemination could help to clarify questions about how lessons learned are shared in the organization. This paper aims to analyze the life cycle of lessons learned in a software organization, in order to understand how they are treated during the course of the projects. Results show that discussions of the lessons encourage the exchange of knowledge between the team members. However, it is necessary to improve the form of knowledge dissemination in all the organization, as well as encourage learning this knowledge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software development and maintenance are activities executed by people and demand an intensive effort in knowledge [1,2]. Nevertheless, carrying out activities that require the application of much knowledge is not trivial [3]. Professionals must have knowledge of the technologies and software engineering methods. This knowledge has to be analyzed and shared between the employees. Thus, it is possible to react to the client’s and the market’s demands in a better way [1].

Knowledge Management (KM) contributes to the organizational knowledge treatment process [4], apart from making this process less complicated [5]. KM consists in systematically collecting and storing the acquired knowledge and sharing it through a corporate memory [6,7]. One way of approaching KM in an organization is through lessons learned.

Lessons learned could describe discussions and solutions to resolve problems or opportunities of improvement [8]. They contribute to the prevention of similar faults in the projects [9, 10]. An organization which does not register lessons learned is subject to repeating faults [6]. The loss of this relevant knowledge could occur because of failure to register and forgetting the solutions [11]. This way, analyzing the activities of creation and sharing lessons learned could help improving the execution of KM in software projects. In this paper, we search to understand in which situations lessons learned are created and used in the software organization. This research seeks to understand how lessons learned are created and maintained in software projects, as a form of knowledge dissemination.

To find this better understanding, a qualitative study was carried out based on interviews and ethnography. The study was executed in a Research and Development Institute which encourages the creation of lessons learned in the work environment. The initial results of the analysis show that the employees define the lessons learned through discussions and consent of the whole team at the end of each development stage. The life cycle of lessons learned contributes to the sharing of important project issues.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents works that seek to identify the knowledge flow and activities. Section 3 describes the research method defined and the study setting. Section 4 discusses the preliminary results of the study. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and future works.

II. BACKGROUND

Managing knowledge can be considered a competitive strategy for an organization, allowing it to help professionals improve their productivity [2]. Mitchell and Seaman [12] use the KM technique of “knowledge mapping” as a research technique to characterize the knowledge flow in software projects. This characterization indicates improvements to software process. These researchers verified that the software engineers strongly depended on explicit and implied knowledge resources. Furthermore, they verified that there is great confidence in the knowledge flow internal to the teams.

Boden et al. [13] analyze four ways of knowledge sharing: status meetings and maintaining awareness, the collaborative use shared artifacts and repositories, spending time at the other site and human “bridges” that mediate between people and cultures. The authors seek to understand how cultural and social questions can influence in the way of knowledge exchange in global software development (GSD). As a result, it was noticed that the ways of knowledge sharing need to be studied in context, for a better understanding of sharing.

In addition to the research identified above, it is necessary to understand how this knowledge is shared and maintained in the everyday working life, in different contexts.
III. RESEARCH METHOD AND STUDY SETTING

One way to investigate the point of view of professionals is to use qualitative methods. Such methods support a better comprehension of the issues that need a more specific and detailed analysis. According to Seaman [14], the use of qualitative methods allows the researcher to consider human behavior and thoroughly understand the object studied. This way, we hope to obtain a more adequate understanding of the employees’ practices as they approach the lessons learned in the organization in question. This qualitative study was carried out through interviews and direct observations.

The usage of both data collection methods, interviews and observations, allowed the triangularization of the data [15]. Thus, there is a reduction in the researchers’ bias effects [16].

A. Study Setting Details

The interviews and observations took place at a Research and Development Institute in Manaus in the North Region of Brazil. Since 1998, this institute has worked with the technological development of various sectors, including industrial, medical, apps for mobile devices, business process flow, besides developing research related to accessibility and digital inclusion of disabled people. Furthermore, this institute values the KM, including specific activities in its software process.

The Institute has a software process defined, containing a few practices of Scrum methodology, such as the lessons learned meeting. At the end of each sprint, the lessons learned meeting takes place. This is where important issues of the project are discussed.

One author followed six lessons learned meetings of five different projects. Furthermore, interviews were made with eleven employees with the aim to obtain richer results. The results collected during the course of the research were analyzed together with the data obtained from the interviews.

For the interviews, a semi-structured questionnaire was used with open questions. The questions are related to the way the lessons learned are approached in the software projects. The next section describes the preliminary results of this study.

IV. OUR FINDINGS

In each development sprint, the project team identifies important points about the project execution. These issues are discussed during the lessons learned meetings, always at the end of each sprint. The team classifies the lessons into two categories: “worked well” and “needs to be improved”.

A “worked well” lesson is related to any issue or event that has worked well during the execution of the last sprint. Normally, this type of lesson is related to a new approach or new way of carrying out a certain activity. For example: “Use XYZ framework helped in the developer’s productivity”.

A “needs to be improved” lesson is any issue which did not work out well in the last sprint. This issue needs to be improved in the next sprints. These lessons need to have an action plan with the improvement proposed. These actions contain information about: what can be done, when it can be done, person responsible, the action status. An example of this kind of lesson learned is: “Improve the communication with the client, as well as register this communication”. A possible defined action for this lesson is: “Present the communication plan to the client. This will take place from the next meeting onwards. The person responsible for this action will be the project leader”. The following quotation illustrates the definitions of the types of lessons presented by the employees.

“[lessons of the type “needs to be improved”] are all the issues you can use to improve the project’s development or to maintain something that is already working [lessons of the type “worked well”] (...) – Interviewee 1

The two types of lessons learned are important for the project. They expose points of views from the project teams about issues which can effect (positively or negatively) the entire project’s development. The collaborators register the lesson learned in a spreadsheet standardized by the organization. It is possible to register lessons learned related to various development stages, including technologies, estimation definitions, project planning and management, and requirement treatment.

The lessons learned of the type “need to be improved” are the most critical to the project. They are related to the issues that can negatively affect software development. When questioned about which type of lesson is most interesting for the project, the collaborator answered:

“Those which impact the development (...), are those which we try to solve the most” – Interviewee 3

The following subsections present the three phases of the lessons learned’ life cycle.

A. Lessons learned definition

We noticed there are two ways to start the lessons’ definition: previous identification and identification during the meeting.

Previous identification of lessons learned – each collaborator defined his/her lessons learned before the meeting. When the meeting starts, the project leader consolidates all the lessons learned defined by the team. Next, these lessons are discussed. If the lesson learned is of the type “needs to be improved”, the collaborator who defined it also describes the action to be executed. The interviews allowed us to identify a point which was not possible to obtain with the observations: i.e. which sprint moments the collaborators raise the lessons learned. By the collaborators’ answers, we noticed there is not a consensus as to when to raise the lessons.

“(…)We register at the end [of the sprint], but I have the habit of, when I see something happening which isn’t good, I write it down (...). So when I fill out [the spreadsheet] I already remember where it is” – Interviewee 1

“(The identification] is at any moment. Depends on what is being developed (...) and also on the team” – Interviewee 4

Lessons identification during the meeting – The second type of identification is similar to the first type, with the difference that the lessons learned were thought and defined during the meeting.
During the observations, we noticed a bigger integration between the collaborators when the lessons learned were defined before the meeting. However, when the lessons were defined during the meeting, not all the collaborators participated with an adequate definition of the lessons learned. The following quotation confirms the observations:

"Because they leave it to be done too late, it’s that point that the person isn’t going to remember. So lessons which could be collected in advance aren’t learnt or are forgotten. And, collecting before, wins you some time in the meeting to discuss instead of taking notes." – Interviewee 7

After identification, the lessons learned go on to the monitoring phase. In this phase, the lessons learned of the type "needs to be improved" are monitored.

B. Monitoring the lessons learned

We observed that the lessons of the type “worked well” aren’t verified again, for they are issues which worked adequately. In this type of lesson, a plan of action doesn’t need to be created. An employee is questioned about the treatment of the learnt lessons after the meetings.

“What do you do after a meeting learnt with these lessons? The points which worked well, nothing. The ones which need improvement, we try to follow the actions (...)in the next meeting we verify if [the action] it was effective or not.” – Interviewee 4

This monitoring phase occurs only with the lessons learned of the type “needs to be improved”. There is not a consensus as to how the lessons are treated. The following quotations present examples of lessons’ monitoring.

“After the learnt lesson, we talk informally and try to improve; we try to apply what needs to be improved as a suggestion.” – Interviewee 6

“(…) Is there a specific moment when you remind the employees what has to be done [after the definition of the lessons]?

In the daily meeting” – Interviewee 3

In the following lessons learned meeting, the collaborators analyze the lessons that have the action to be carried out and verify the effectiveness of the action. An action is effective when the issue truly improved. There has to be a consensus between all collaborators. An interviewed affirmed that an action is considered effective when an action which needed to be improved did not happen again and the action was understood by the team.

“In the next cycle that action didn’t occur anymore, it worked out, so ok. It was taken care of.” – Interviewee 11

There are a few reasons which explain the ineffectiveness of the actions, the study made us identify the following reasons: (1) end of project: at the end of the project, we noticed it was not possible to improve a certain issue; (2) the relationship of the project with the lesson learned no longer existed: decisions in the project made it so that the lesson learned was no longer necessary, such as a change of technology; (3) the purpose of the action/lesson is not clear: the description do not have enough detail to close the lesson.

Some collaborators stated the use of some lessons learned made by collaborators from other teams. This use can offer the sharing and learning of certain practices.

“In the tool, in kanban, you can assign colors to tasks. (...) When you have to visualize it, it is easier. And they [a team] adopted this and it was a lesson learned for them. I saw them using it (...) I got this and passed it on to other projects that use that tool, as a good practice.” – Interviewee 11

Even though the organization’s process only supports sharing knowledge inside the team, we noticed there is sharing between teams. This type of sharing was informed by a collaborator who is hierarchically above two or more teams. Normally, these superiors do not participate in lessons learned meetings, but they have access to the lessons created. As they verify that one lesson learned can be applied to other projects, this employee passed the lesson, through personal communication. It is good to highlight that each team only has access to the lessons learned created in their project, this way we noticed the tacit knowledge was shared. Similar information was obtained by collaborators who have participated in many projects in the organization in leadership roles.

C. End of lessons learned

If a certain action was efficient, the project leader changes the status to “concluded”. From this moment onwards, the lesson is not monitored; however it remains available to the team. When an action is considered inefficient, new actions must be identified, aiming to solve the problem.

In case the action was not efficient but the problem did not happen again, or, for another reason, that lesson learned stopped being analyzed, the leader cancels the lesson, according to the reasons presented in the monitoring phase. However these reasons for cancelling were not registered.

The collaborators affirmed that, when they ended the project, the lessons with actions to be carried out were also “finished”, even though they were not concluded.

D. Results discussion

According to Sharp and Robinson [17], the ethnography study can uncover implicit features of practice and emphasize the social order of practice. In this study, we noticed there is much capture and knowledge sharing inside the projects. This sharing happens through the collaborators’ tacit knowledge discussions.

The organization also previews a way of sharing this knowledge between the members of the team, through the lessons learned spreadsheet. The explicit knowledge is available through the lessons described in the spreadsheet, but there were no reports or observations which confirm the consultation of the spreadsheet. Therefore, we need to improve the promotion of this knowledge dissemination between the teams. This is a goal for future research.

A way of stimulating the use of lessons created by other teams is through the creation of an infrastructure which allows knowledge dissemination. With this, one may also avoid creation of repeated lessons learned. An interviewed affirmed
that a repository is being created with this goal. However, it is necessary to check if this repository is going to be enough to disseminate knowledge, once the spreadsheet was not used in other projects. This way, it is necessary to analyze way to stimulate consultation and use of the knowledge and make this part of the organizational culture. This is another issue for future investigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discussed the life cycle of lessons learned in software projects in a Research and Development Institute in the North Region of Brazil. A qualitative study was executed involving interviews and observations seeking to understand knowledge treatment during the project’s execution.

The life cycle of lessons learned identified has three main phases: definition, maintenance and conclusion. In the definition, the lessons learned are created and classified into two types: “worked well” and “needs to be improved”. In the maintenance occurs the execution of the actions related to the lessons of the type “needs to be improved”. Lastly, in the conclusion, the lessons are classified according to their efficiency. This cycle shows the way in which the lessons learned are approached in the organization. In addition, it was possible to obtain findings about tacit knowledge dissemination.

Apart from that, it is necessary to analyze how the explicit knowledge can be encouraged. This way, one can investigate possibilities of using the knowledge generated to benefit the organization.

The study has some limitations related to the scope observed. We observed the lessons learned meeting environment, which could have limited the vision of lessons learned’ life cycle. The researchers carried out interviews as a way of reinforcing what was observed and seek to increase the access to collected data.

Each qualitative study contributes to advancing the state of art in a research area, providing evidence and hypothesis that can be later tested using quantitative methods. In short, each study helps building a body of knowledge about the life cycle of lessons learned. In this paper, we present evidences about the behavior of lessons learned in a software organization. Hypotheses rose as results were discussed, this will make it possible to continue this investigation. Furthermore, we plan to go deeper in the qualitative analysis of the data obtained aiming to analyze organizations in different contexts. This extension will allow us to gain more knowledge about lessons learned and identify other factors involved in the creation, maintenance and assimilation of the organization’s knowledge, as support strategies to organizational learning in software companies.
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